
TASKey - What people have to say

"TASKey is great!"
Ian Hubbard
Australian Capital Territory Government

"To me TASKey is mind blowing, absolutely fantastic.  I've never been so focused on the job at 
hand."

"Setting up my own business means I have 101 things that need organising.  TASKey has helped 
me to set a vision and then apply strategies and time limits to each task to ensure I reach that 
goal."

"In a team environment, TASKey identifies the individual perceptions people have of a task, and 
in doing so, identifies where the information gaps exist.  It gives you intelligent suggestions about
what can be done, where weaknesses lie, and where your approach could be improved."

"TASKey is so powerful now, I can't wait to see what comes next."

Steve Ostwald  Partner  Serene Hair Salon.

"TASKey is a down-to-earth, user-friendly system that allows you to get the job done, and get it 
done quickly and efficiently."

"TASKey allows you more freedom in defining your task, and enables you to better plan your 
work, and keep well on track with your objectives."

"Since using TASKey, we've been able to have a more proactive approach.  It charts what's 
coming up, so that now, we're not always merely reacting to things, but instead, we're making 
them happen."

Tim Bourke  Australian Taxation Office

"TASKey is a system that is pioneering, it's breaking new ground in that it goes far beyond 
traditional planning systems."

"It provides you with a framework to guide you, it schedules and disciplines tasks in such a way 
that you have a measure of likely success."

Lieutenant Colonel Rod Jewell  Department of Defence

"TASKey is unique.  It plans, schedules and checks, and helps people to know what they have to 
do, and how they need to do it.  Simple and effective, TASKey is not just a planning tool, it 
teaches managers how to plan for themselves."

John Casey  Director of Government Agency Support Services


